Playfully preparing for school

PLAYGROUP

Play is the key way children learn about themselves, others and the world they live in. It is essential
to their learning, development, health, and physical, mental and social well-being – and it’s FUN!
Play provides the building blocks to be ready for school.

Fun with
things that go

Vehicle play with friends at playgroup
offers many opportunities to help your
child learn to wait, to share, and to take
turns. This builds your child’s social and
emotional skills.
Did you know?
Social skills and cooperation are encouraged as children
of different ages play together, sharing trucks, trains or
sandpit vehicles at playgroup. The social skills learned at
playgroup can last a lifetime!

Add language

Variations

Use language for sharing, negotiation and fair play. Talking
through how to share a limited number of highly desired
toys e.g. ride on bikes/scooters, trains for the train track
etc., can help build the children’s language for working out
fair play for themselves. It also helps them learn to cope
with these situations.

Children can make a train or bus out of chairs and boxes.
Providing the materials and inspiring creativity with a story or
song can be a great way to kick start group imaginative play.

Other development
Try using vehicles with blocks and other building toys.
Children can be encouraged to build bridges and ramps
out of blocks or even baking trays or hardcover books! This
builds skills for science, technology, engineering and maths!
Include some toy people or animals to encourage talking!!

Play with vehicles can take many different forms. Taking toy
vehicles outside can prompt all sorts of exploration as the
car flies down the slide and travels through the sand and
over a log or branch. You could have a ‘car wash’ at the
end of the session! This helps children to understand the
routine of cleaning up.

Playgroup WA has a treasure trove of play activities for babies, toddlers and 3-5 year olds,
for home and playgroup. These play activities cover a balanced diet of play
across sensory, movement, language and thinking skill areas.
You can find them at www.playgroupwa.com.au/playideas or visit www.facebook.com/playgroupwa
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